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Abstract— In this paper, we present the experimental results
of the recently proposed Kalman filter-based line-of-sight (KF-
based LOS) path-following algorithm tailored for Unmanned
Surface Vehicles (USVs), addressing a known challenge where
traditional LOS methods lack robustness against external
disturbances leading to sideslip and tracking errors. A series
of experiments focusing on straight-line following has been
conducted, with all data systematically recorded for further
analysis. The vehicle’s performance is quantitatively assessed
through well-known performance indices. The results demon-
strate that the KF-based LOS method effectively compensates
for sideslip, enabling a USV to accurately follow a straight line.

Index Terms— USV, Guidance, Path Following, Line-of-Sight
(LOS), Predictor-based, Sideslip Compensation

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades, researchers have shown consid-

erable interest in unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) due

to their numerous applications in marine operations [1].

Several motion control scenarios have been in focus, such

as point stabilization, trajectory tracking and path following

[2]. To successfully execute these motion scenarios, it is

crucial to properly design the kinematic guidance law and

the heading controller. Within the guidance loop, common

methods encompass line-of-sight (LOS) [3]–[5] and constant

bearing guidance [6]. Meanwhile, in the heading control

loop, widely employed techniques include fuzzy controller

[6], PID controller [7], adaptive controller [8], neural net-

work controller [9], sliding-mode controller [10] and model-

predictive controller [11].

The line-of-sight (LOS) guidance is frequently employed

for path following in USVs due to its simplicity and effec-

tiveness. The output of this guidance method is a desired

yaw angle, which serves as a control input for the heading

controller. The main drawback of the LOS guidance law

in its traditional form is its lack of robustness to external

disturbances. Namely, performance of the guidance law in
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its traditional form significantly deteriorates when the vehicle

encounters unknown drift forces induced by environmental

disturbances such as ocean currents, waves, and wind. These

disturbances result in a deviation between the USV’s actual

orientation and its heading, referred to as sideslip, leading to

increased tracking errors and overall performance deteriora-

tion [3]. Effectively addressing sideslip requires modifying

the guidance law, which, in turn, necessitates knowledge of

the sideslip angle. Measurement options include the use of

optical correlation sensors or calculations based on surge

and sway velocity measurements [12]. Nonetheless, both

approaches have drawbacks, as they are either prohibitively

expensive or prone to errors due to noisy measurements.

Several strategies for estimating the sideslip angle have

been developed in the literature, including integral LOS

[3], adaptive LOS [7], and predictor-based methods [13].

Notably, among these, predictor-based methods have proven

to be the most effective in terms of performance. In a recent

publication [5], the authors have introduced a novel LOS

guidance law for the path following of USVs with sideslip

compensation. Unlike existing predictor-based approaches

that use independent adaptive gains for updating the cross-

track error and sideslip angle estimations, the proposed

method simultaneously estimates the sideslip angle and the

cross-track error. This is achieved by treating the sideslip

angle as an unknown system state and then utilizing an aug-

mented extended Kalman filter (AEKF). The Kalman filter-

based (KF-based) LOS guidance law results in faster con-

vergence speed and improved path-following performance,

as demonstrated through numerical simulations in [5].

In this paper, we present the experimental results of the

KF-based LOS algorithm, which has been implemented on

the SWAMP USV [14] and tested under real conditions in

Genoa, Italy. The testing was conducted in cooperation with

the CNR team as part of the MONUSEN project [15]. A

series of experiments involving straight-line following was

carried out. The results indicate that the KF-based LOS

method effectively compensates for sideslip, enabling the

USV to accurately follow a straight path.

II. PATH-FOLLOWING PROBLEM

Three reference frames are commonly employed to define

the path-following problem of a USV in a 2-D plane: the

earth-fixed inertial frame I , the body-fixed frame B, and the

path-tangential reference frame P , as illustrated in Fig. 1.979-8-3503-6961-8/24/$31.00 ©2024 IEEE
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Fig. 1: LOS guidance geometry for 2-D path following.

The kinematics of an underactuated three-degrees-of-

freedom USV can be represented by [5]:

⎧⎨
⎩

ẋ = u cosψ − υ sinψ,
ẏ = u sinψ + υ cosψ,

ψ̇ = r,
(1)

where (x, y) and ψ denote the position and orientation of

the USV in an earth-fixed frame, whereas u, υ and r denote

surge, sway velocities and yaw rate in the body-fixed frame.

The reference straight-line path can be parameterized

using a path variable ω:

{
xk(ω) = x0 + ω cosα,
yk(ω) = y0 + ω sinα,

(2)

where (x0, y0) is a fixed point on the path and α =
atan2(yk

′(ω), xk′(ω)) denotes the path-tangential angle,

which is constant for the straight-line path following prob-

lem. The distance from the USV position (x, y) to the path,

expressed in {P} reference frame is

[
0
ye

]
=

[
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα

]T [
x− xk(ω

∗)
y − yk(ω

∗)

]
, (3)

where (xk(ω
∗), yk(ω∗)) is the normal projection of (x, y)

onto the path, and ye is the cross-track error, i.e. orthogonal

distance to the desired path. Furthermore, equation (3) can

be expanded into

{
0 = (x− xk(ω

∗)) cosα+ (y − yk(ω
∗)) sinα

ye = −(x− xk(ω
∗)) sinα+ (y − yk(ω

∗)) cosα.
(4)

By taking the time derivative of (4) and performing some

algebraic manipulations, the dynamics of the cross-track

error can be expressed as [5]:

ẏe = U sin(ψ − α) cosβ + U cos(ψ − α) sinβ, (5)

where U =
√
u2 + v2 is the total speed and β = atan2(υ, u)

is the sideslip angle. The control objective is to ensure that

limt→∞ ye(t) = 0, which can be achieved by defining the

appropriate guidance law ψd (the desired heading angle).

In practice, PD controllers are commonly used to force the

heading angle ψ to track ψd. The LOS guidance law has the

following form:

ψd = α− arctan
ye
Δ
. (6)

This guidance law ensures that the USV is oriented towards

the moving target point (xlos, ylos) until it converges to the

desired path, as depicted in Fig. 1. Here, Δ represents the

look-ahead distance, determining how far ahead the target

location is along the path. Although the LOS law is effective,

in scenarios where the sway speed is non-zero (due to ocean

currents), the cross-track error ye will converge to a non-

zero value. For this reason, modified LOS methods that

involve estimation and compensation of the sideslip angle

are proposed in the literature [3].

III. KF-BASED LOS GUIDANCE ALGORITHM

If we assume that the sideslip angle is small and constant,

we can make the approximations cos(β) ≈ 1 and sin(β) ≈
β. Then, the cross-track error dynamics can be rewritten as

ẏe = U sin(ψ − α) + U cos(ψ − α)β. (7)

Let us define the augmented state vector as ξ =
[
ye β

]T
,

where β̇ = 0 since a sideslip angle is constant. The dynamics

of the augmented state vector can be expressed as ξ̇ = f(ξ),
with

f(ξ) =

[
f1
f2

]
=

[
U sin(ψ − α) + U cos(ψ − α)β

0

]
.

Furthermore, let ξ̂ =
[
ŷe β̂

]T
represent the estimation of ξ.

The objective is to design an estimator such that (ξ− ξ̂) → 0
as t→ ∞.

The augmented state vector can be estimated by using

the Extended Kalman filter (EKF), as proposed in [5]. The

update equation has the following form

˙̂
ξ = f(ξ̂) +K(ye − ŷe), (8)

where the time-varying Kalman gain K is calculated as

Ṗ = AP+PAT −KCP+Q
K = PCTR−1 . (9)

Here, P represents the error covariance matrix, while Q and

R are the process and noise covariance matrices, which can

be used to adjust the convergence speed of the estimator.

Matrices A and C are the corresponding Jacobian matrices

[5]:

A =

[
0 U cos(ψ − α)
0 0

]
, C =

[
1 0

]
. (10)

Finally, the desired heading angle is defined as

ψd = α− arctan(
1

Δ
ye + β̂). (11)

This guidance law guarantees the convergence of the cross-

track error to zero, even in the presence of constant sea

currents [5].

Note that in this paper, we use an approximation of

cross-track error dynamics which depends on the total speed
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Fig. 2: Performance of the heading angle controller
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the measured and estimated cross-

track error.

U , while in [5] the exact expression, dependent on u,

is employed. This approach is motivated by the ease of

estimating total speed from GPS data, eliminating the need

for an additional sensor to measure u. As a consequence,

the estimated angle remains accurate when the true sideslip

angle is not large.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The KF-based and conventional LOS guidance laws were

implemented on the SWAMP USV [14], and experiments

were conducted in Genoa Pra’, Italy. Throughout the ex-

periment, the USV moved approximately 130 m along the

desired line (α = 60◦) at a speed of approximately 1 m/s.

Subsequently, the desired angle was inverted (α = −120◦),

and this process was repeated multiple times, with variations

made to the algorithm parameters. The PID regulator is used

as a heading controller, and its performance is shown in Fig.

2.

Figures 3 and 4 show the estimated values of the cross-

track error and sideslip angle. It is evident that the KF-

based LOS accurately estimates the cross-track error. This

accuracy is attributed to the use of a reasonably accurate

model for ẏe, where variations in β do not cause a significant

change in ye. On the other hand, the estimation of the sideslip

angle heavily depends on the algorithm parameters. In this

experiment, the covariance matrices were set to R = 10 and

Q = [ 100 0
0 100 ]. Due to the large value of Q, the algorithm

rapidly converges to the steady-state value during the turn

phase. However, for the same reason, the influence of noise

on steady-state estimation is noticeable. It should be noted

that the exact value of the sideslip angle is not known. For

comparison purposes, we calculated β̂gps as the difference

between the USV direction (estimated from GPS data) and

the heading angle.

Time [s]

Fig. 4: Comparison of the sideslip angle estimated by KF-

based LOS and from GPS data.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of the path-following performance for

α = 119◦.

Figures 5 and 6 show the USV trajectory in the cases

when α = 119◦ and α = −61◦. Note that in both cases,

the coordinate system is set so that its abscissa coincides

with the direction of the desired line. Specifically, Figs. 5a

and 6a correspond to the conventional LOS algorithm, while

Figs. 5b and 6b represent the KF-based LOS algorithm. To

measure path-following performance, the following perfor-

mance indices have been computed: 1) A1 – area during the

turning phase, 2) A2 – area during the path approach phase,

3) A∗
3 – area in the steady-state phase, 4) normalized area

in the steady-state phase, 5) vertical Hausdorff distance, and

horizontal Hausdorff distance. For a detailed description of

performance indicators, readers are referred to [16]. In Fig.

5, the algorithms exhibit comparable performance in terms

of the defined performance indices. However, in steady-state,

the conventional LOS algorithm deviates by approximately

2.4 m from the desired path, while the KF-based LOS

algorithm oscillates around the desired line. In the case

when α = −61◦ (Fig. 6), both algorithms show smaller
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the path-following performance for

α = −61◦.
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Fig. 7: Visualization of USV trajectories on Google Maps.

performance indicators during the transient phase. Moreover,

the conventional LOS algorithm deviates by approximately

0.6 m from the desired path, while the KF-based LOS

algorithm oscillates around the desired line. This behavior

is attributed to the smaller side-slip angle in this direction,

as evident in Fig. 4.

Finally, the USV trajectories and desired path are shown

in Fig. 7 on Google Maps. In the KF-based LOS case, the

trajectory aligns with the desired path, thus demonstrating

effective sideslip compensation.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the experimental results of the KF-based

LOS algorithm, developed within the framework of the

MONUSEN project, are presented. The algorithm was im-

plemented on the SWAMP USV, and experiments were

conducted in Genoa Pra’, Italy. The preliminary results

demonstrate that the KF-based LOS method effectively com-

pensates for sideslip, enabling the USV to accurately follow

a straight path. Future work will focus on generalizing

the KF-based algorithm to accommodate generic paths and

conducting experimental verification.
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